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Ten Propositions Regarding Space Power
The Dawn of a Space Force
LT COL MARK

E. HARTER, USAF

Editorial Abstract: T"hrough an exha,ustive historical review of space. vi ultiple interyviews with fied
p,@fession~al and thorough@ exa;min~ation of p¢ertin~ent soures, Colonel Hai;lerdeveldops a list offun damen tat propositions and keys to sace power From tis discussion, he advocates tattte logical
con~sequen~ce of these popositions for realizing¢ th~efullpotential of militaDy space power is a separate
anid distinct space force. replete with its own doct'rin~e, leadership, Qigan~ization, anid resources.

No oe can pedict with certainty what
the ultimate meaning will be of mastery
of space

ON

Pres John . Kennedy, 1961

4 OCTOBER 1957, the Soviet
Union stunned the world by successfully launching the first artificial satellite, Sputn, I,into low
Earth orbit (LEO). By repeating this feat
within a month (Sputni ), the Soviets made
a bold statement of profound technological,
political, and military significance that ushered in mankind's race for space-"the final
frontier." As the Cold War escalated, the
United States quickly realized the global implications and military potential of space assets in the "high ground" and responded by
developing its own space capability, culminat7
ing a decade later in the achievement of President Kennedy's vision and national goal of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) Apollo moon missions. Since
then, space development has proliferated, as
dozens of nations now pursue economic and
military benefits from using space systems.
Based on the current demand for both military
and commercial space operations, it is prudent to
contemplate (and act upon) the essential elemeits that define the nature and potential of robust space power. What are the fundamental
characteristics of a nation's potential strategic
64
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nilitary space power? Are there propositions regarding space that can provide guidance on the
questions and issues that shape a nation's military
space-power capa
-iThe answer is yes.
What fundamenta strengths best characterize
the potentia of military space power?
What are space power's key limitations, and how
can they be overcome?
What are the keys to executing successful space
power?
What resources and command and control (C2)
structure are required?
How does a nation achieve space-power status?

This article provides a concise, fresh per
spective on the nature and potential of national space power. Through a historical examination of military and commercial space
activity, personal interviews with nearly 100
space professionals, and a review of spacepow
literature f'om more than 50 sources,
this research assesses the strategic potenual of
robust space power and the funldameal propositions that define it.' The results point to a
"top 10" list of individual propositions and
keys to space power, ulimately concluding

that a nation's true strategic space power cannot reach its full potential without a separate,
independent space force. In effect, this work
parallels (in a limited respect, based on time
and resources) the thought-provoking research
of Col Phillip S. Meilingei; USA, who published 10 P-opoUon, Re'aing
Air PoCer at the

Airpower:After World War I
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School of Advanced Airpower Studies (SAAS)
in 1995, as well as sev eral corollaries produced
by other space professionals since then.

Space Power:

Historical Background
Space Power wdl be a.s d cive if
bat a apowe i. tod

eulcorn-

HoB E C Alclidge Jr
USAF Space Polic, 1988

There is a familiar correlation between
early twent)- first-centry space power and
airpower's infancy in the post-World War I
era. The parallels in the levelopment of airpower and space power are interesting if not
predictable-the space community is currenty wrestling with many of the same issues
that plagued early airpower. Similar to postWorld War I airpower; there is no question
that today's space forces provide a wealth of
force enhancement to joint war fighters. Adlitionally, from a national perspective, space
systems provide essential economic, commercial, and scientific capabilities resulting in
potential centers of gravity (COG).' Just as
nations protect their land, sea, and air assets
for economic, commercial, and military pur-

poses, the protection of space capabilities is
becoming increasingly important (space control). Like the early airpower advocates wrestling with how to achieve effective airpower,
today's space community wrestles with very

similar doctrinal, organizational, and operational issues:

Space Power: Early Twenty-first Century

Proven force enhancement (intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance [ISR])
from World War 1
Demonstrated support to ground/naval forces,
Can airpower be both offensive and defensive?
How to develop strategic/tactical airpower?
Best way to integrate airpower into joint operations?
Acquire adequate budget for airpower systems?
Optimized airpower C2?
Develop airpower doctrine, policy, and training,

Proven force enhancement (ISR, navigation, weather,
communications) from Operations Desert Storm,
Allied Force, Iraqi Freedom/Enduring Freedom,
Demonstrated support to ground, naval, and air forces,
Can space power be both offensive and defensive?
How to develop strategic/tactical space power?
Best way to integrate space power into joint operations?
Acquire adequate budget for space-power systems'?
What is the most effective space-power C2 construct?
Develop space-power doctrine, policy, and training,

Does airpower wrrant its own separate service?

Does space power warrant its own seprate service?
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Iessons learned from the history of airpower development allow national space
power to avoid similar mistakes and pain. Recall that airpower emerget during the posth
World War I era as a legitimate military capability, bringing with it the great airpower
theorists William "Billy" Mitchell, GiulioDouhet,
and Hugh Trenchard (to name a few), and
leading to an eventual independent US Air
Force. This author suggests that, based on the
parallels with the birth of airpowei; the space
community is on the brink of untispu ble
space power, with the emergence of spacepower theorists and the birth of an independent space force in the next decade.

6. Space superiority starts with assured access to space.
7. Controlling space equires eyes, ears,
elds, and swords.
8. Space forces require centralized comIn
and control led by space professionals.
9. Space power is a finction of a nation's
total space capability (space unity of
effort).
10. National space power reaches its fuill
potential when a nation commits to a
separate, independent space force.

Definitions
Proposition-something offered for consideration

or acceptance
Space-begins where satellites can maintain
6
orbit (81 miles) and extends to infinity,
Power-control or authority to influence; the ability
to produce an act or event 7
Space power-a nation's ability to exploit and
control the space medium to support and
acieve national gos

This article offers rele ant guitance on the
qiestios andi issues that shape a nation's
space-power capability. Military space operators, strategists, planners, policy developers,
and acquisition professionals will benefit from
contemplating these propositions as they develop their understanding of space power and
employ space forces into the next century:
I.

Space isthe ultimate high grouind.

2.

Space is a distinct medinim space forces
require space-focused theory, doctrine,
and policy.

3.

Space power is a force multiplier for ev
ery combatant commander and military
ser \ice.

4. Space forces can support all levels of
war simultaneously.

Ten Propositions
Regarding Space Power
These 10 space-power pIopositions are
grouped in two categories: space characteris
tics and space challenges. Propositions one
hriongh five characterize the space metiiu
reveaiing the significance, at, atges, ant
vahle of space power. Propositions six throagh

10 frame the challenges in achieving robust
national space power. Arguments are provided
for the security, control, and dominance of
the space medium through space superiority
(space lift, counterspace operations, and spaceforces C2) and national unity of effort. The
10th proposition summarizes the key to achie\
ing national space 1ower-an
eventual and
necessarily separate, independent space force.
1. Space isthe ultimite high ground.

7hke the high g-round, and hold it!
-Smi

Tu circa 500 nc

Great military leaders realize the strategic,
operationai, and tactical advantages of controlling the high ground. From Sun Tzu's ancient
Chinese warriors secmring a hill, to US Civil
War manned balloons, Woriti War I aeroplane
pioneers, World War II aviation heroes, and
Cold War high-flying SR-71 s and U-2s, the high

5. Space power leverages a nation's eco-

ground provides the strategic advantages of

nomic and military centers of gravicy.

securiity situational awareness, reconnaissance,
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targeting, and offensive force to d(omina e the
battlespace. The space medium is the ultimate
high ground, with unparalleled speed, range,
altitude, and stealth.
High-ground space systems provide a conduit to channel instruments of national power
(diplomatic, informational, military, and economic) to coerce an enemy to capitulate. The
twenty-first-cenrnry information age, the global
information grid, information technology, and
network-cenric warfare all depend on realtime global collection and dissemination of
information, often only possible from space
systems. The informational and military instrunents of national power are closely linked.
Information operations, information warfare,
and information-in-war likewise depend on robust space platforms and illustrate that "bullets
win battles; information wins wars." Space systems are one of the main pipelines for networkcentricit , powering digital networks to distribute information instantly without borders.
Satellite conmmnications (SATCOM) provides
realtime, secure, jam-resistant C2 to enable
diplomatic actions among nations. Space systems support or disrupt a nation's economy by
moving large data steams at the speed of light
around the world, reshaping national economies with global connectiity (SAT COM, weather;
navigation, environmental, scientific, etc.). The
White House's national security strategy of 1998
benchmarked the importance of space.
Spore hos eiueged os o iiew glohol inrinmtion utility with exteiive poiico, diploiiiti,
iiitoy, orcd erooii iiiiplieotiorsfoe the
tTied Siotes. Urniipedecl oess to oud se oJ
spore is essenztiol Joe piterting U. iioouo
serurty oucl pmouiotiug ouepipeei@ty
A .\uionut 5au<u 5nru) Jat
a
(mniu, Ortuber 1998

As the ultmate high ground, the space medium is potentially the most geopolitical, perhaps more so than any other medium in which
the military operates. Space is global by nature. The space medium holds no geographic
or nation-state boundaries. Satellites traverse

SPA 1' POWER
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in their orbits above every nation in the world,
usually unnoticed and eluding traditional terrestrial choke points. In space, territorial so\
ereigny is nonexistent (with the exception of
equatorial geosynchronous Earth orbit [GEO]
slots directly above each country) but still
highly geopolitical with numerous complicated space treaties, international policy, and
the laws of armed conflict."'
2. Space is a distinct medium; spaceforces require
pae-foused theory, doctrine, and policy.

W
u
abouttprotecton thn notion 's
g oo7
inteesti o hove
rtiig
it stati
gb
s
-T ares
fce.
ojwuifuee.
et a the .ku tidiui
with
-- e

Rouid R Fugieman, USAt

Ai Fore Dorine Docunert 22,
O/raio~s,1998

At the ve, heoe of woe lies doctniie. It epieeit the eutrol begi/Do woging woe i
oidee to ochiev vietoiy. It is Jiidoueutol to
soundjudginet,.
Just as ground, naval, and air forces operate in their own distinct environments (mediums), space forces operate in their own distinct mediam--the vacuum of space. Air Force
Doctrine Document (AFDD) 2-2, Space Opewtiors, clearly states, "Space is a medium ofwarftre like air, land, and sea."'" Physical laws
constrain, empower, and distinguiish each mediuni. Land forces are bound by gravity in two
dimensions; sea and air forces are threedimensional and fully dependent upon Bernoulli's laws of fluid dynamics; and space forces
function via Kepler's laws of planetary motion.
Accordingly, if ground, naval, and air forces are
governed and optimized by their own medium
unique theory, doctrine, and policy, it makes
sense that space forces would benefit from
their own space-unique theory, doctrine, and
policy. Because of each distinct operating environment, sea-power theory clearly does not
translate to airpower theory; nor would it
seem logical for airpower theory to transfer to
space-power theory.'I
The problem for current space forces is
that, since the inception of the US Air Force
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in 1947 until the 1990s, airpower has overshadowed space-power development, as both
were governed under the umbrella of Air
Force theory, doctrine, and policy. The USAF
claimed in 1958 that the air and space vertical
d(omain (aerospace) was "indivisible."' This
unfortunately resulted in both airpower and
space power being developed simultaneously
in an airpower-centric service. In ited resources
(budget and manpower) existed during the
Cold War to develop both airpower and space
power equally; airpower took priority, and
spacepower- iewedasasubsetofairpowersuffered. 4 Two major events in the 1990s reversed this 40year trend and significantly improved space-power development: (1) the end
of the Cold War freed up resources for spacepower development, and (2) the Persian Gulf
War proved to be a " atershed event in military space applications," quickly driving space
investments throughout the Department of
Defense (DOD).
Since then, space-power
doctrine at both the service and joint levels
has made significant progress, but there is still
a long way to go.Y
3. Space power is a force multiplierfor every
combatant commander and miltiy serce.

pve

gin
f

sets reduce the Clausewitzian "fog of war" by
providing synergistic, effects-based operations
to terrestrial forces, producing effects that
achieve campaign objectives in ways that ai,
land, and sea forces alone cannot (fig. 1). The
e rgence of military space following the Vietnam War produced monumental combat ad-ances
using 24 hours a da)/seen tdays a week
(24/7) space assets such as global precision
navigation/targeting; global-reach SATCOM;
strategic and theater missile warning; global
weather data; phenomenal intelligence, sureillance, and reconnaissance (ISR); and highly
integrated combat search and rescue. In addition to being a huge force multiplier, space
power is joint by nature; its effects to earthbound land, sea, and air combat operations
can be direct or indirect, immediate or delayed. Integration of space into the joint force
commander's (IFC) theater campaign plan, as
well as deliberate and crisis-action planning,
has come a long -ay since Operation Desert
Storm, providing een more lethal and rapid
dominance of the battlespace. 7 Simply put,
terrestrial forces combined ith effects-based
space operations produce unparalled synergs
tic combat capability: 1 + 1 = 3!
4. Space forces can support all leveIs of war
simultaneously.

during the Balkans air campaign, space is

an interal{ partfje )thing we
pliYh our [mdita ] mission.
-(n

(10

to accom-

est r P )yls, USAF 2001

Any diussion o Desert Stoun cannot iore
the imme se contribution made by our Sace
force . tves

ess will we be able to ignore space

contcbutions in the future.
(-n

, USAF, 1999)
A

Space power provides military leaders, operators, and planners with enormous forceenhancement effects that multiplyjoint combat effectiveness in prosecuting theater
campaigns. Space systems significantly improve friendly forces' ability to strike at the
enemy's heart or COGs, paralyzing an adversarIto alow land, sea, and air forces to achieve
rapid (ominance of the battlespace. Space as-

Space is abeady inextricab linked to mditay
opevtions on land, at sea, and in the an:
Joint Strategy Review5 Jary 1997
Space systems produce global and theater
effects simu ta"eous5 (me to their s)eed, range,
precision
(I gobal presence. Satellites, because of thei high -groundad antage, have
the ability to simultaneously cover multiple

theaters. GEO constellations provide 24/7
SATCOM and missile warning due to their stationary position; IEO ISR satellites in populated constellations provide rapid revisits
within hours; and global positioning system
satellites provide 24/7 global navigation, tailored for specific theater operations. These
capabilities allow space forces to directly impact combat operations at the global, theater,
and local levels simultaneously.

7EN PROPOSIT7ION

Legend:
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Beyond Line of Sight Reporting and Targeting
Combined Air Operations Center
Joint Tactical Ground Station
Multimission Mobile Processor
Technology Experiment Satellite

Figure 1. Effects-based operations

Likewise, because of its unique high-ground
medium, space power delivers information
critical to planning and( execution of military
operations in all leves of wa&-srategic,operational, and tactical (fig. 2). While terrestrial
forces generally fight sequential tactical battles
before they can move on to operational or
strategic objectives, space forces (and to a limited extent, air forces) have the ability to engage
in separate, parallel campaigns at all levels of
war." For example, the Defense Support Program constellation detects, identifies, tracks,
and warns of strtegic missile launches (intercontinental ballistic missiles), while also providing tactical theater missile warning from
short-ange enemy missiles.

Space Power

Levels of War

Effects

Spectrum of Conflict

Strategic
Operational

Global

Conventional

Theater Unconventional

Tactical

Local

Military Operations
other than War/

Humanitarian

Assistance and
Disaster Relief

Combat Search
and Rescue
Figure 2. Space-power umbrella
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Finally, space systems provide information
across the spectrm J conflict, including conventional warfare, uncoventional warfare
(nucleai), asymmetric warfare (global war on
terrorism), and military operations other than
war, which include humanitarian assistance
and disaster relief, peacekeeping operations,
noncombatant evacuation operations, and so
forth. As the US military's operations tempo
continues to increase in quantity and duration
(fig. 3), often at austere global locations that
hase limited or no existing infiastructure, miltary forces increasingly depend upon immedi
ate space-based capabilities. " Space systems are
usually first in-theater by virtue of their highground, ubiquitous orbits, ready to provide
24/7 navigation, weather, SATCOM, and ISR
from the start of a conflict.
60-

C
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Conducted properly, space power leverages
military and economic COGs, providing an avenuIe for all instruments of national power to
more effectively respond to global situations.
Space is emerging as a military and economic
COG for nations that contluct informationdependent military and economic operations. °
The global increase of governnent, military,
and coniercial space activity is significant
despite a brief economic hiccup in the late
1990s. For example, US space-industry expenditures (military,civil, and industry) are valued
in excess of $80 billion per year; the space
industry involves over 500,000 jobs in the
United States alone; and since 1959 the total
US government national space investmenrt is
nearly $1.3 trillion.2 The late 1990s marked
the first time commercial space-m esrment activities actually exceeded government activity
in areas such as number of launches, satellitemanufuacturing revenue, and launch revenue22
Most recently, during Operation Iraqi Freedor, commercial satellites provided 80 per
cent of all SATCOM used by the US military."
From a global perspective, space contributions
account for an estimated $209 billion in
the 2006 global economy.2 4

1980-

1990-

90

2000

A COG is a source of power from which a

Figure 3. USAF operations tempo, 1947-2000

nation-state derives its freedom of action,
p1yiasenhrwlrfgh'Ie
iti
physical strength, or will to fight."' The United

The key for space power to support all levels
of war simultaneously and across the spectrum
of conflict is to ensure that space systems hase
global access to the entire depth and breadth
of an adversary or a regional conflict. However;
if space assets are limited in number, capability,
or constellation size, they quickly become very
scarce, high-demand, low-density (HD/I D) as
sets that military leaders compete for in priority
and support, ultimately reducing their ability
to support all levels ofwar simultaneously.

States is more space dependent than any other
nation, yielding an asymmetric advantage
(and potential vulnerabiliy) .2Collecti ely,
US space assets are ali eay a COG, and iominance of the space medaium is key to sustained
national health, security, and prosperity. In
the current iiformation age, economies are
built ant wars waged increasingly with infor
marion (electrons); space is rapidly becoming
the primary medium for information transfer.
Like any other military or national COG, a
nation's space COG must be secure. Consider
the strategic implications and vulnerability of
both military and economic COGs should

50

60

70

80

5. Space power leverages a nation's economic and
military entersofgavy,

Space il nndonbted 5 be a center of 'gravint
in,
0, Joniet
war
R. Bai
Fain,,' Ito: An Assessmu~t o
A{,OaO{ dampaigns in 2010

space systems become unavailable. Spacebased communication, navigation, imagery,
and weather are now essential for global situ
ational awareiess, rhe transportation industry,

and financial markers.
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Space is a lucrative COG for other nations
as well; it is no longer a "sanctuary" for the
United States alone to enjoy. Other nations
are rapidly getting into the space race. Cur
rend),, 58 nations have satellites on orbit for
military or economic purposes; 15 nations have
their own indigenous space-lift capability; and
there are five international-consortium spacelaunch providers to launch satellites for those
who cannot do so themselvesf2 While space
growth occurs predominantly among technologically advanced nations, sales of commercial
space products to all nations are on a dramatic
rise. Dozens of international spaceSionsortiumupe
SATCOM and imagery providers offer their

and is currently Air Force Space Command's
top priority.2 The author suggests that space
superiority is best represented as a pyranid
consisting of three critical components:
sponsi7e space lift (getting to space), counter
space operations (space control), and a spacefocused C2 structure (fig. 4)." Eliminate any
of these three elements, and a nation's space
power quickly deteriorates.

-\

/ Space

A

ior
ty

services in open global markets.2 The exis-

Counterspace Operations

tence of these commercial and international
space organizations means that a nation does

(space situational awareness,
defensive counterspace,

not have to be a technologically advanced

superpower to acquire space power-space
imagery, weather, and SATCOM are available
and can be purchased over the Internet with a
credit card. Space commercialism makes all
nation-states potential space players, blurring
the line between hostile (red), friendly (blue),
and neutral (gray) space forces.
6. Space sup'eoi' start with assured access to

ace.
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offensi e counterspace)

Figure 4. Space-superiority pyramid
Position is strategic. Position is vital. Position is the key to success in most aspects of
life, whether sports, business, or politics-and
esecill3 military combat operations. To get
the ultimate position in space, a nation needs
assuried access to space-it is the foundation
on which space superiority operates. Space lift

Whoeve has the apabiht to con~trol space
widl likewise posess the capab 3 to cortiol

provides access to strategic, vital positions for
on-orbit assets to achieve national objectives

the suzace of the earth.

integrated with military campaigns. To ensure

-Gen Tthomas D. White
I SAF (hie of Stf,1958
7h efist puciplr that should g.ide or
arnd space pmesionals . the imperatve to

con~trol the high grund,
-Hoil,Pet
Undersee2

Tts

fd

The purpose of a nation-state's space power
is to support and achieve national objectives.
To accomplish this, a nation needs to be able
to secure its space assets, control the space
medium, and(ldeter potential space adversaries.
Space superiority-ensuring freedom of action in space by protecting space assets and, if
necessary, denying an ad ersary s space capabilities-is fundamental to national space power

security and(ldominance of the space medium
(space superiority), a space-pow er nation needs
responsive, affordable space lift to deploy, sustam, augment, and operate space systems on
orbit when required. Reliable, responsive, af
fordable space lift is the door to true national
space power.
This research indicates that space lit
sured access to space) is without question (asthe
leading limitation to effective, sustained, robust
space power. National space lift must be integrated among the military, civil, commercial,
and international space-lift communitiessharing synergistic technology, common-core
launch vehicles, and ground/range nfrastructurre is essential to national space-lit capability
(see proposition no. 9). Repla ing expendable launch vehicles with eusable launch
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vehicles (RIV), single-stage-to-orbit systems,
and air-breathing hypersonic propulsion systens (ramiets, scramjets) is overdue." A spacefaring nation requires indigenous space-launch
capability for national defense operations but
should also take advantage of international
space-lift opportunities for non-DOD missions
such as commercial, scientific, and civil space
activities. National space power requires niultiple spaceports from which to achieve orbit

use of the space medium require a robust
counterspace architecture: space situational
awareness (SSA) with corresponding defensie/
offensive counrerspace (DCS/OCS) means to
protect space interests (fig. 5).
SSA forms the basis for national space control, mapping the battlespace by providing the
"eyes ani ears" of friendly, neutal, and potentially hostile global space activity. Without SSA,
a nation is blind and deaf to space activity, en-

to eliminate ground choke points in time of
crisis or increased launch activity."2 Without
these elements of space lift, a nation cannot
execute efficient space power.

dering DCS/OCS capabilities useless and
jeopardizing national securit. Robust SSA allows a nation to understand adverse environmental conditions (e.g., space weather), know

7.

where space adv ersa ies are, predict nefarious
foreign space ope ations, and determine

Controlling space requires eyes, eor, shield, and

swords,

courses of action. SSA includes finding and
tracking space objects, identifying links and
nodes, ant characterizing the signals of red,
blue, anI gray forces. The goal is rapid, accarate, and iueanin'gful space intelligence preparation of the battlespace with a single integrated space picture.
DCS operations are the "shields" for a nation's space powet; deterring and defending
space systems from enemy attack with active
or passive means. As advanced nations depend
on their space capabilities and develop military/economic COGs, this space dependence

U.S. paee poliey s to promote deveoment of
the Jil range o/pace-based caabitiesin a
manner thot pmvteets one vital secnty intei
ests. We wil deter theati to our intrets, anid
ifdeterencejad, dCeeat hostileefortsagainst
U.S. acees to and ase o'pace.
-Naoiial Securii Strategy, 1998
to dJn as nutto

ewoto

nid

-Donald H. Rimsfeld
US Secre tar of Defens,

2094

For a nation to achieve decisive space power
in support of national objectives ant goals, it
nuist have the means to control the space
medium. Space control, or eon nte paee operatioxs, is the second element of the spacesuperiority triad. Ensutig antd tenying the

SSA: Eyes and Ears
Figure 5. Counterspace operations

also represents a potential vulnerability for an
adversary to exploit. A nation's robust DCS
operations reduce this threat with hardened
satellite systems, antijam components, kinetic
attacks against ground jammers, frequencyhopping and spreat-spectruni signals, on-

DCS Shields

OCS: Swords

TN PROPOSIT7(O)S J&ARI)IV& SPA 'k POWER

orbit maneuvers to evade hostility, and rapid
reconstiution of on-orbit systems.
OCS operations provide the "swords" for
national space power by negmatin an adversary '
space capability (ground segment, satellite, or
signal). Just as land, sea, and air forces all
eventually employed offensive weapons, so will
space forces; it is only a matter of time )1 While
the weaponization of space is highly controversial, it is not explicitl prohibited by international law and treaty OCS forces should
be suited for effects-based operations; AFDD
2-2. [, Coutfer pae Oewuons, identifies five
levels of desired OCS effects: deception, disruption, d(enial, degradation, and destruction.
These effects are achieved through a variety of
OCS resources, including aircraft, missiles,
special operations forces, antisatellite weapons,
directed-energy weapons, network-warfare op
erations,,jamming systems, and surface forces. 7
Flexible, effects-based OCS is key to decisive,
dominant national space power; together with
SSA and DCS, they form the foundational ar
chitecture for operational space superiority.
8. Space forces require centralized command and
control led by ,paceprofessionals.

F'utue wa re
ectig moaion

depends on the
f coL
3 odt
and marking decsions,
Gen (Cck
-Ho)r1e1, USAF 1998

The final piece of the spacecsuperiority
puzzle is effective command and coftrol opace
Jorres (C2 of both people and systems) (fig. 6).
Unlike air land, and sea poei space power is
unique in that space systems have simultaneou impacts on and contributions to multiple
theaters (proposition no. 4); this makes spacepower C2 especially challenging. Just as experienced soldiers, sailors, and airmen control
land, sea, and air forces, so are experienced
military space professionals the best choice to
centrally control space forces. Perhaps Douhet
stated it best when he advocated that"only our
meI can fully appreciate airpower's inticacies:
therefore, only airmen should command air
forces" (emphasis in original).' So is it with
control of space forces-it needs to be done
by space experts. The most straightforward
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Figure 6. Space superiority: C2 brings ittogether
and effective solution for space-force C2 employment (both global and theater) is to fise
today's service- and agency-fragmented US
space forces into an independent space force
led by space professionals.
The current devolution of C2 of joint operational US military space forces is complicated
and different for global and theater operations (described in AFDDs 2-2 and 22.1). To
plan and execute global operations, US Strategic Command operates joint military space
forces through its space and globa-strike f c
tional conponent (Eighth Air Force) via the
joint space operations center (jSpOC) at Vandenberg AFB, California." C2 of theater space
forces gets more complicated. There is no
question that space forces need to be integrated into the JFC's theater campaign battle
rhythm. The issue becomes how and by whom
space forces are best controlled in-theater.
Currenfl, the joint force air componen
commander (JFACC) is normally responsible
for ai and space operations to accomplish the
JFC's objectives; the JFACC is assisted by a
newly created director of space forces."' As
space forces become more "taskable" and lethal in theater operations, the author suggests
taking C2 of space forces one step further by
transitioning C2 of theater space forces from
an aready multitaskedJFACC to the dedicated
space leadership of a joint force space component commander (JFSCC) (fig. 7). The result
would be a space professional leading and integrating theater space operations at a level
equivalent 'ith the other services (mediums),
focusing on space power (not air and space
power; as currentJFACCs do).
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Figure 7. Proposed theater command and control of the joint force pace component commander
9. Space power is a function of a nation ,stotal space
capability (space unity of effort).
SJace power is the total sbenrth of a nation s
capability to conduct and injinence activiies
to, in, through, and fom sp~ace to achieve its
objecties,
1111 Publication (JP) 102,
iDepa~trnent o/tDefe Dictiwn
12Apil2 (as) a men~ded

through 31 August 2005) a
JP 314 fitDotwilze/o1 Spface
0
ira
, 9 August 2002

Current joint doctrine reflects the significance of a national space-power effort by its
very definition. Space power is a nationwide
endeavor. However, the 2001 report of the

systems, space power must be a cooperative,
synergistic endeavor. Even more so than airpower, space power and technology are integrally and synergistically relatedi4 One way to
overcome technological complexities and tremendous space-related costs is to encourage
(and reward) the leveraging of technology
and shared resources (infrastructure,ranges,
etc.) among industry, the DOD, the National
Reconnaissance Office (NRO), the National
Geospatiablntelligence Agenc, NASA, the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
and academia. The Pentagon's newly created
[May 2004] National Security Space Office
G

Space Commission identified a main problem
with current US space capability: the US space
community is fragmented and lacks unity of
effort. This is primarily due to decades of
stovepiped, agencyfocused projects and security barriers between military and non-DOD

ment

,
Commercial

Spa
civil

space sectors.

The solution is cooperative efforts among
military, government, civil, scientific, commercial, and, to a certain extent, even allied
international space organizations (fig. 8).
Clearly, because of the incredible technology
and limited available resources to pursue space

International

Figure 8. Space power: a function of national
teamwork

TN PROPOSITI(O)

(NSSO) is a good first step to building a cooperative space culture.) The NSSO charter is to
identify both military and national-intelligence
space activities, develop architectures and implement programs that bridge both communities, and improve the integration of space
capabilities into joint war-fighting and intelligence operations. Synchronizing and integrating the NRO and the DOD space communitiesincrease efficiencyby reducingredundancy
and space-system costs.
A cooperative space culture would most
benefit the number-one space limitation today-space lift due to its limited infrastructure, complex technology, and high operations cost. The co-use of HD/ID space-lift
infrastruuire assets and codevelopment of
RLVs, advanced materials, and propulsion
technologies would pay huge dividends to the
national space effort by improving assured access to space. Government incentives and rewards for private indstry to develop new
space-lift capabilities, technologies, and approaches result in a win-win situation for a
nation's total space capability.4
10. Nationalspacepower reaches itsfull potential
when a nation commits to a separate, independent
spaceforce.
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True national space power cannot reach its
full potential until a nation commits itself to a
separate, independent space force. War fight7
ers would do well to recall the prophetic words
of arguably the most ardent forefiather of a
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separate, ndependent USAir Force, Gen Billy
Mitchell. 4 Plug in the word "space" for "air,"
and it is a close fit to the current twenty-firstcentury status of space-power development. It
was right for the Army to nurture and shelter
airpower in the Army construct until ai power
demonstrate1 decisivel- that it warranted its
own separate military service. Once the Air
Force became an independent service, airpower rapidly grew into a global, strategic instrument of national power. Iikewise, it was
right for the U SAF to shelter and nurture the
vertical dimension of space-it has been the
best place to foster space power since its inception 50 years ago. However, as airpower
was constrained during the post-World War I
era, US space power was constrained during
the Cold War and morphed to airpower doctrine, polic), and theory. In spite of this restraint, military space power has grown to be a
pervasive influence on nearly every facet of
military operations. The United States holds a
decisive asymmetric space-power advantageclearly it is too critical to be considered a subset of airpower. An independent space-force
organization would fully unleash the true potential of space power, allowing freedom to
explore, develop, and refine space theory,
doctrine, and policy wilhout undue influence
from other service cultures.

US Space Force:

No Longer a Question
of "If' but "When"
unpopular statement, but it
may be anlupplisAtnetbtt
is irrefutable, based on the historical prece(ent of the creation of separate and distinct
land, sea, and air services. Nearly half of the
surveys conducted in this research indicated

that a separate space force was the eventual
and necessary path of US space power. This

not mean that space power cannot posi-

tively influence joint military operations while
under the umbrella of the U SAF-it can and
has proven so, as discussed throughout this ar
tice. The issue becomes availability of resources (e.g., budget, manpower; and equip-
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ment), for which both airpower and space
power compete in the USAF.In today's realistic environment of finite resources, space systems haN e historically received lower priority
than terrestrial weapon systems. Today US
space power has grown to the point where either a bigger U SAF umbrella is needed (more
resources to pursue space power) or an entirely separate umbrella is created (an inde-

threatened or allow a potential "space Pearl
Harbor" to occur when the opportunity exists
now to organize space forces to prevent that
very threat." An independent space force will
foster a space-orce culture, reduce competition
for resources, and allow space-power theory
and resuhing combat capability to develop more
effectively to counter futuire space threats.

pendent space force).
If the AirFoa

\
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become
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From a Joint perspectiv e, there is also cause
for a separate space force. Iland and sea seruces
are heavily d1ependent on U SAF controlled
space assets. As the (designated executiv e agent
for space, the U SAl controls approximately
86 percent of the fDOf's $11 billion space
budget?:' With space assets competing within
the U~SAl against airpower programs (e.g.,
the E 22A), the other D)OD serv ices are con
cerned that the 1USAF may not be prsung
PUi

adlequate space capability (in a timely manner)
to support joint land and sea combat needls. A
separate, independent space force would pro
vide more equitable representation among the
serv ices for space-power budget and combat
support capability as well as redIuce or eliminate confusion and redundancy among the
three services' own space efforts (AFSPACE,
ARSP-ACE, and NAVSP-ACEL(COM).
While such a reorganization of space forces
into a separate, independent space force is
understandably (delayed (due to the current
global war on terrorism, it no doubt needs to
be adldressed sooner rather than later. Some
say that a separate space force is not justified
until there is a serious space peer competitor
that challen ges U S space superiority. The response to that argument is that although the
U~nited States holds a health) asymmetric
space-powerC advantage toda, it woud be fooi
ish to wait for national space forces to be

'lntstep ujp to,

as the executive aget or

Summary and Conclusions
Ihese [0 propositions illustrate the necessity and challenges of national space pow er:
Characteristics
Challenges
,High Ground

*

*Distinct Medium/Doctrine

*

Responsive Space Lift
Counterspace Operations

*

Space-Forces C2

Joint Force Multiplier
Simultaneity and Versatility
Center of Gravity

* Space Unity of Effort
*

Independent Space Force

Ihe strength of space contributions in strategic
militar, commercial, and economic operations
is undeniable. Space power is not just a continuation of airpow~er; space is a unique, (istinct, war-fighting medium. Continuing to restrain U~S space power fr'om (developing its
own identity, culture, theory, and (doctrine is
to confine a powerful (limenision of war hight
ing available only through the fourth medium
of space. U ndisputed combat space power is
drawing near, and the U nited States may be on
the brink of unleashing decisive military space
operations, ushering in the era of a separate
space force. The reality is that, as in the evolution of airpowe1 the true potential of a nation's military space power ill come to fruition
only when a separate space force is created,
complete with its own space~competent lead
ershiip, organizationi, doctine, thieory, policy,
and resources. E
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